2000 MLO Election Questions

On August 30, 2000, the Board of Education passed a resolution that included placing a request for a mill levy override on the November 7, 2000 ballot. The ballot read as follows:

“Colorado Springs School District No. 11 taxes would be increased $26,998,822 annually to fund educational efforts to:
1. Reduce class size
2. Attract and retain superior teachers and education support staff (not to include administrators) by offering competitive salaries and benefits
3. Focus on academic core subjects like math reading, writing and science
4. Purchase classroom instructional supplies and materials
5. Increase teacher training
6. Expand student assessment and interventional support
7. Increase library support
8. Increase school safety and security
9. Improve school day start times
10. Support technology integration in the classroom
11. Establish a citizens' oversight committee to develop an independent comprehensive performance plan and to fund, under the oversight of the citizens' oversight committee, development of an independent comprehensive district performance plan and a related independent review conducted every two years thereafter to assess and report to the public about the district's progress in meeting the goals set forth in the performance plan, and to address other priority educational needs, all as described in the district's "Mill Levy Override Spending Plan" dated August 30, 2000, which plan is subject to amendment in accordance with the plan; provided that unless otherwise authorized, there shall be no increase in the district's total mill levy (excluding the mill levy for a tax abatement, refunds and credits) above the greater of 39.064 mills (the 1999 tax levy) or, in any year, the mill levy required to generate the amount of tax revenue generated under this ballot issue in the previous year, and in any event the increase shall not be greater than the maximum amount allowed by applicable law, with all limits herein determined after considering any applicable tax cuts or credits; and shall the direct and indirect revenues from such taxes, and any earnings from the investment of such revenues be collected and spent as a voter-approved revenue change and exception to the limits which would otherwise apply under Article X, Section 20 of the Colorado Constitution.”

On November 7, 2000 the majority of voters approved the mill levy override ballot issue. The main purpose of this fund is to provide an accounting process to monitor the use of the mill levy override funds. After all of the funds have been expended for recurring purposes, the fund will cease. The expected life of the fund is eight to ten years.
2017 MLO Election Questions

BALLOT ISSUE NO. 3E
SHALL SCHOOL DISTRICT 11 TAXES BE INCREASED $42 MILLION DOLLARS ANNUALLY WHICH SHALL BE USED TO FUND EDUCATIONAL NEEDS INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO:

1. ATTRACTING AND RETAINING HIGH QUALITY TEACHERS AND SUPPORT STAFF, NOT TO INCLUDE ADMINISTRATORS, BY OFFERING SALARIES AND BENEFITS THAT ARE COMPETITIVE WITH OTHER SCHOOL DISTRICTS;
2. EXTENDING THE LIFE OF EXISTING SCHOOLS BY REPAIRING, MAINTAINING, AND MODERNIZING AGING BUILDINGS;
3. EXPANDING TECHNOLOGY ACCESS TO MORE STUDENTS BY UPGRADING AND REPLACING OUTDATED COMPUTERS AND EQUIPMENT;
4. PROVIDING EQUITABLE FUNDING FOR CHARTER SCHOOLS;
5. IMPROVING STUDENT SAFETY AND SECURITY BY ADDING A SCHOOL RESOURCE OFFICER AT EVERY MIDDLE SCHOOL;
6. SUPPORTING STUDENT SUCCESS BY PROVIDING MORE SCHOOL COUNSELORS, NURSES, PSYCHOLOGISTS, OR SOCIAL WORKERS; AND
7. REDUCING LONG-TERM INTEREST COSTS BY PAYING OFF EXISTING DEBT SOONER;

THE DISTRICT SHALL ENSURE ACCOUNTABILITY WITH A CITIZENS OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE WHICH SHALL ANNUALLY REVIEW AND REPORT TO THE PUBLIC ON THE USE OF FUNDS;
FOR 2019 AND THEREAFTER SHALL SUCH REVENUES BE ADJUSTED ANNUALLY FOR INFLATION; AND
SHALL THE DISTRICT BE ALLOWED TO COLLECT, RETAIN AND SPEND THE FULL AMOUNT OF THESE REVENUES AS A VOTER APPROVED REVENUE CHANGE AND SHALL THE MILL LEVY AUTHORIZED BY THIS QUESTION BE EXCLUDED FROM PREVIOUS LIMITS WHICH WOULD OTHERWISE APPLY?

On November 8, 2017 the majority of voters approved the mill levy override ballot issue. The main purpose of this fund is to provide an accounting process to monitor the use of the mill levy override funds.